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    VERSION 18.1 APRIL 2023 

PIERO SPORTS GRAPHICS 
 

WHAT’S NEW 

 
Improved Laser Eye 
Keyframe animation 
 
Animate the Laser Eye from one position to the next by adding keyframes to show the player looking around 
multiple points of interest. Use the Animation property tab to control all aspects of the animation. 

 

  
Add keyframes in the Animation tab, then position them in the video preview window. 

 
Marker Graphics 
Pulsing property 
 
All Markers have a property that will make them pulse. Different Marker Styles pulse in different ways, some grow 
and shrink, others change opacity. 
 
The Animated Marker Style has been deprecated and replaced with the Image Sequence Marker Style. Looking for the original Pulsing 
Marker? Try the Faded Wheel. 

 

 

IMPROVEMENTS 

  

File Mode When a project is copied between Mac users’ computers, PIERO will automatically attempt to find the 
associated video file on the recipient’s Mac and open it. Improved file name handling for file exports on all 
platforms, avoiding the accidental overwriting of exported files.  

PIERO Touch App Default icons are high resolution. Now add custom icons via the graphics/touchicons/ folder on the PIERO 
server. More Effect icons dynamically reflect the colour that has been applied to the Effect. Home/Away 
Markers and Arrows have been deprecated, users should create presets instead. 

Tactical Board Added properties and the ability to create presets in Touch mode. 

User Interface Updated Clip icon in Analysis. New Effect Palette colour scheme in Touch mode. 

Virtual Stadium Added properties and the ability to create presets in Touch mode. 
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BUG FIXES 

  

Calibration 
Accurate Calibration names appear on the timeline. Pressing the Help (i) button on the property sheet shows up 
to date information for all the steps of the Calibration process. 

Dual Input Functions correctly on legacy PIERO systems using DVS video acquisition cards. 

PIERO Touch App All default Effect and VTR Control icons are displayed at the same resolution. 

RGB Keyer Feather Radius setting saves and loads correctly. 

Settings Launcher settings persist after software updates on all platforms and can be cleared using the Asset Manager’s 
Maintenance tab. 

Shortcuts  
Copy (ctrl+c) and paste (ctrl+v) shortcuts function correctly in PIERO running on CentOS operating systems. The 
On Air button on MacBook Pros with Touch Bar, functions as intended. 

 


